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Motion 1 - First there was Brexit, then there was Trump and now there is the TEF. Save 

our students (Their education and their pockets) before it is too late! 

Motion Proposer:  Lalia Yousofi (K1416506) 

Seconder(s): Richard Donnelly (K1060937), Sarah Shillingford (K1456681), Daisy Du Toit 

(K1324730) and Beatrice Carey (K1505152)   

Union AGM Notes 

1. The National Union of Students (NUS) was mandated by its members to hold 
national Nation Student Survey (NSS) boycott campaign, as it’s being used as a 
metric in the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF). 

2. The TEF is a compulsory government reform that forces a ‘one size fits all’ for quality 
teaching. 

3. The NSS is not only used to improve student experience but also being used as a tool 
that will allow universities to raise fee’s. 

4. Universities will raise fees for future and current students. 
5. The University as a corporate organization cannot say no to the TEF because of 

government pressure. 
6. Kingston University (KU) University and College Union (UCU) lecturers union public 

debate on the TEF on 24 January,  
'Higher Education - For Enlightenment or For the Market?' 

7. Union of Kingston Student (UK)S has not actively engaged with KU students about 
the educational and financial threat of the TEF or the option to boycott the NSS, and 
the risks involved with the boycott. 

8. Historically KU has performed poorly on the NSS survey. 
 
Union AGM Believes 

1.  KU values widening participation and that all students should have access to 
education.  

2.  If KU students accept the TEF, then they will be accepting that Higher Education (HE) 
will only be accessible to the privileged. 

3.  The NSS is a tool being used in the TEF, as well as a powerful weapon that students 
have to prevent it. 

4. The Union has a duty to be transparent with students about National campaigns and 
threats to their education from government policies. 

5. The Union has a duty to inspire students to believe that they have the power, 
through collective action, to stop the government from forcing unfair 
measurements. 

6. There is no accessible knowledge on the TEF and NSS available to the students and 
that is why they need to know. 
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7. The officers are elected to represent the student voice. Communicating with 
students through awareness campaigns empowers the student voice. 

8. Students have the right to know and knowledge is power. 
 
Union AGM Resolves 

1. To hold an awareness campaign on what the TEF is, how the NSS will be used and 
what risks there will be for students participating in the boycott, led by all Officers. 

2. Lobby University to brief the NSS survey agents on the TEF and how it’s a threat to 
the future of higher education. 

3. We as a Union will educate and notify course reps about the risks involved with both 
participating and not participating in the boycott with emphasis for students in each 
faculty. 

4. Liaise closely with campus trade unions UCU, UNISON, Royal college of Nursing and 
Royal College Midwives to mobilise against the TEF. 

5. Lobby the University to allow student representation in the appointment of staff and 
senior management.  

6. Lobby KU to find out their Equality Diversity and Inclusion plan for future and current 
students from widening participation backgrounds with regards to their plans after 
TEF. 

7. Lobby KU to be transparent about what they would spend the extra fees on if they 
raise fees for both international and home students. 

8. Lobby the University to make the UKS the face of the Course rep system and allow 
them to be in control of gathering the honest and unfiltered student feedback from 
course reps. 

9.  Lobby KU Senior Management team to spend more time with students in order to 
understand KU student concerns. 
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Motion 3: Create more of solidarity with KU LGBT+ students to make them feel safer 

Motion Proposer(s): Jamie-Leigh Fish (K1421696) 

Motion Seconder: Patrick Joseph Tatarian (K1263601) 

Union AGM Notes 

1. There is a high percentage of students at Kingston University that fall somewhere on 
LGBT+ spectrum.  

2. It is now common practice to ask gender pronouns with in the NUS 
3. However, this is not the case with the Union. 
4. The Union has policies on Trans students and liberation which were put into place 

October 2016. 
5. It should also be noted that in other sections of the university sensitivity around 

LGBT+ issues, gender pronouns and the use of derogatory terms is not in place. 
6. “50% of those who will ever be diagnosed with a mental disorder show signs of the 

disease by age 14, 75% by age 25” (Prevalence, severity, and unmet need for 
treatment of mental disorders in the world health organization world mental health 
surveys, 2004). 

7. More than half (55%) of LGB Students have experienced direct bullying. Those who 
are bullied are at a higher risk of suicide, self-harm and depression. 
(https://goo.gl/IEHA5P) 

8. Two in five (41%) have attempted or thought about taking their own life directly 
because of bullying and the same number say that they deliberately self-harm 
directly because of bullying. (https://goo.gl/IEHA5P) 
 
Union AGM Believes 

1. It should be the stance of the Union to promote sensitivity in the union and around 
the university. 

2. Students should be made to feel welcome and comfortable to be who they are when 
at university. 

3. The policies in place at the union currently are not being enforced to their full ability. 
4. The policies currently in place don’t specifically say anything about sensitivity. 
5. The expression of gender of an individual should be just that, individual. 

 
Union AGM Resolves 

1. All societies and union members to be asked preferred pronouns and these to be 
acknowledged and used within conversation. 

2. A solidarity between students and the union in making sure adequate sensitivity 
training is provided through the university. 

3. Preferred gender pronouns to be started to be put onto student and staff id badges. 

https://goo.gl/IEHA5P)
https://goo.gl/IEHA5P)
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Motion 4: EU student protection after Brexit 

Motion Proposer(s): Zuzanna Zajac (K1406812) 

Motion Seconder: Daisy Bow Du Toit (K1324730)  

Union AGM Notes 

1.  Recently GB decided to leave the European Union 
2.  Non EU students pay way more than EU AND need visas, which causes less 

international than EU students in University 
3.  If EU students start being considered International, their fees will rise a lot AND they 

will not be granted Student Finance (also fees are already going to rise next 
academic year) 

4.  University benefits a lot from EU students due to the mix of cultures, knowledge and 
perspective but can lose greatly if young people cannot afford education in England.  

 

Union AGM Believes 

1.  Brexit increases xenophobia among general public and will be a disaster if it affects 
the academia.  

2.  International education should be available for young people because to escape 
nationalist views our new generation needs to be around multicultural societies.  

3.  English Universities have a good standard of education but can lose a lot if they 
close their doors on the EU influx of students.  

4.  If EU students won’t be granted student finance and their fees will increase- they 
will not come to the UK to study. They just will not afford it.  
 
Union AGM Resolves 

1.  For Union to protect EU students in the academic world by not allowing 
international fees to be given to EU students.  

2.  For the Union to open a conversation with the heads of faculties about how can the 
university collectively counteract the repercussions of Brexit 

3.  For the Union to become informed about the extent to which anything can be done 
in this case- and channel that knowledge to students. 

4.  For the Union to form networks between universities in order to collaboratively 
combat this situation.  
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Motion 5: To officially take a stance & stand in solidarity with the people of Syria 

Motion Proposer(s): Hamad Momin (K1554587) 

Motion Seconder: Munaim Sayd (K1517096) 

Union AGM Notes 

1. Over 470,000 killed, 4.8 million refugees have fled and 6.6 million internally 
displaced. 

2. According to the UN, over the past year heavy bombardment by the Russian 
military and regime advances have resulted in the deaths of thousands of civilians.  

3. According to the Human Rights Watch lethal methods such as barrel bombs, 
chemical weapons, incendiary weapons, cluster bombs and air strikes have been 
carried out by the Assad regime and Russian government. Mainly in heavily 
populated areas such as schools and hospitals.  

4. Genocide of innocent civilians took place in besieged Eastern Aleppo and is taking 
place in other parts of Syria.  
 

Union AGM Believes 

1. The Union believe that no individual or group of people should have to suffer 
because of their beliefs or disapproval of their governance.  

2.  Students should not have to feel hopeless due to the atrocities taking place on a 
daily basis.  

3.  The silence of the student community and institutions indirectly supports the 
continuation of the crimes orchestrated by the Assad regime and its allies.  

4. The Union and University have a moral obligation to speak out against and condemn 
such occurrences.  
 

Union AGM Resolves 

1. The Student Union must issue a public statement condemning the atrocities taking 
place and officially take a stance and stand in solidarity with the people of Syria.  

2. To spread awareness of the situation and support charities. 
3. To organise a conference where various students, activists and speakers give their 

view and create a platform for KU to ‘speak out’ about the murder of innocent 
civilians and create a more positive discourse and to support the freedom of the 
people.  
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Motion 6:  Prioritization of Kingston University Students 

Motion Proposer(s): Kamal Mohamed (K1233855)  

Motion Seconder: Ayo Oloyede (K1507055) 

Union AGM Notes 

1.  There are not enough part time positions created for Kingston University graduates.   
2.  The Union feels as though it is another department of the University and does not 

have an inviting culture that encourages student participation. 
3.  The Union does not accurately reflect the diverse student population and therefore 

does not understand the differences of students’ needs and culture other than 
British. 

 

Union AGM Believes 

1.  The Union staff should go through a series of Cultural Awareness Programs to better 
understand the students from international and global majority backgrounds. 

2.  The Union should prioritize hiring Kingston University graduates to help develop our 
students.  

3.  The Union must go through a review to answer to the lack of diversity that exists 
within the Students Union. 

4.  The Union must make more staff and internship positions to Kingston University 
graduates and international students. 

 

Union AGM Resolves 

1. Lobby the University to put more financial resources put into the Union to increase 
with University growth and financial income. 

2. All full time members of staff must undergo ongoing cultural sensitivity training to 
work with students from cultural backgrounds differing to British culture. This should 
include variations of workshops and online training and must be submitted to the 
Trustee Board to encourage accountability. 

3. To tackle the alienating culture within the Union space, the Union must hire and 
support staff that accurately reflects the student body. 
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Motion 8: Reduce the time required for a Guest Speaker to be Approved 

Motion Proposer(s): Hamad Momin (K1554587) 

Motion Seconder: Munaim Sayd (K1517096) 

Union AGM Notes 

1.  Society must submit a ‘Guest Speaker Request Form’ for any event that involves 
external speakers at least 4 weeks before the event.  

2. A Four week notice period applies to ALL guest speakers. Whether they have been 
approved before or not.  
 
Union AGM Believes 

1.  The length of time required to approve a speaker is too long.  
2.  Reduces ‘Freedom of Speech’ as students are made to feel that the process requires 

too much time and because they have many other commitments they are 
consequently put off and avoid bringing down speakers, holding events and having 
healthy discussions.  

3.  The current policy affects all societies but also greatly affects larger societies who 
put many hours outside of their studies to hold events. It requires societies to plan in 
advance and when larger societies have many events and activities taking place it 
becomes even more problematic for them.  

4. It’s very difficult to get hold of external speakers and requires a lot of time to agree 
to a time which will be best for them and the students running the society. 
Considering this and then the 4 weeks required shows that the current policy needs 
to be amended.  
 

Union AGM Resolves 

1.  Reduce the time required to approve a speaker who has attended previously to a 
maximum of 2 weeks. 

2.  Reduce the time required to approve a speaker who has not previously attended to 
a maximum of 3 weeks.  

 

 

 

 


